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All you need is…Idea

Team

Product

A few dollars

Raise Money (?)

More Customers

SUCCESS?

Customers



Why do 95% of start-ups FAIL?





They build stuff people don’t want (right now)



They build stuff people don’t want (right now)



Why do we do this?



Would anyone really use & pay for our 
product?

We forget to check…



Would anyone really use & pay for our 
product?

We forget to check…



Entrepreneurs need to test fast 



Entrepreneurs need to test fast 

Test Ideas & Assumptions
before investing valuable

time, money and effort



Entrepreneurs want to fail fast 

Test Ideas & Assumptions
before investing valuable

time, money and effort



The Startup Journey

SEARCH & (RE)INVENT EXECUTE & IMPROVE



Validation Approach



Product/
Market-

Fit



Pivot ?



Mapping & Validating 

Risky Assumptions 



High 
Impact

No evidence (uncertain)

Evidence (certain)

Low
Impact



High 
Impact

Low
Impact

No evidence (uncertain)

Evidence (certain)



What goes first (usually)?

1. Customer/Problem

2. Problem/Solution

3. Channel

4. Support Structure & Economic Model



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery
The two most important questions



Your turn.



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery



18-50
Who



18-50

Everyone = Noone

Who



SegmentsWho



Early AdoptersWho



Examples









1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery



5 WHYs Analysis
What



Fishbone
What



What

PainkillerVitamin

vs.



Experiment



Experiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QmCUDHpNzE




Get them to perform action

Sign up.  Download.  Use.  Buy.  Pay.



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Bonus – Why now?

Customer Discovery



What goes first (usually)?

1. Customer/Problem

2. Problem/Solution

3. Channel

4. Support Structure & Economic Model



Now to ‘Validation’



Innovation



I believe [organization / persona] suffers 

from [problem statement] because [reason]

Desirability Assumptions
(pains)



I believe [organization / persona] are looking to 

[invest in value gained] because [reason]

Desirability Assumptions
(jobs-to-be-done / gains)



I believe [target audience] are looking for similar 

products in [distribution platform]

Desirability Assumptions
(marketing channels)



I believe production cost for [product] would be 

[unit economic cost]

Viability Assumptions
(cost structure)



I believe [organization / persona] would be willing to 

pay [pay $$$] for [solution X]

Viability Assumptions
(revenue models)



I believe there are [XXX] attainable [target audience 

personas / organizations] making a total [market size]

Viability Assumptions
(market opportunity size)



I believe [target market] will [do this repeatable 

action/use this solution], which will [result in expected 

measurable outcome] for [this reason]

Holistic 
Product Hypothesis

A good product hypothesis:

• is falsifiable, which means it can clearly be proven wrong
• is written down
• contains metrics that can be tested and measured



Which stage are you in?

Product: lamp with motion detector

Problems: do 
people have a 
problem with lighting
in their home?

Solutions: Are 
poeple looking for a 
lamp with motion 
detector?

Features: 
Should the 
lamp be bright?

BusinessModel: 
would energy
providers be
interested in 
partnering to sell
these energy-
saving lamps?

Pricing: Should
you pay for the 
lamp or for the 
energy package
that inlcudes
lamps and 
energy?



1. What’s my riskiest assumption?

2. What’s the smallest experiment to test it?

Experiments reflect two questions 



Template

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Y8hANIcHa_VqsytVrBGAntm-0Ml6k3vRWmve89Ll2cM/edit#gid=1435308991


Your turn.



 Come up with as many assumptions as possible for your venture.

 Asses the level of impact and amount of existing evidence for each 
assumption. Position them accordingly on your board.

 Challenge yourselves by presenting your work to your colleagues 
seeking to identify additional hidden assumptions.

 Present your work.

30 minutes



The Infamous 
MVP



MVP vs. Prototype



MVP vs. Prototype



Just how minimal is minimal?

MVP

More minimal than you think.



MVP



Questions?


